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What is GOKb?

• Global open database of electronic resources (ejournals, etc.) and packages available to libraries from various providers

• Primary audience: E-resource librarians choosing what to acquire, from where, & how

• Open license (CC0), multiple interfaces (interactive site, APIs, and soon linked data) enable reuse and recombinations
Interfaces to GOKb

Welcome to GOKb
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GOKb v4.1.1-Public-Preview

My Dashboard
- Search
- File Upload
- Coreference
- Operating environment
- API Documentation

Support
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University of Pennsylvania Libraries
TIPPs: Identifiers for titles offered on particular packages and platforms
Preliminary GOKb linked data model
More could be in the data sets
Useful links possible to other sets

- **Labor Action**: no issue renewals found in CCE or registered works database
- **Labor Age**: no issue renewals found in CCE
- **The Labor Herald**: no issue renewals found in CCE
- **Labor Unity**: no issue renewals found in CCE
- **Ladies' Home Journal**: issues and contributions from prior to 1923 renewed; see 1950 Jan-Jun
- **Lana**: "consult copyright office"; see 1976 Jul-Dec; first cataloged renewal for August 1948 (v. 1 no. 1) recorded in 1977
- **The Lancet**: no issue renewals found in CCE or registered works database
- **Laugh Comics**: issues renewed from February 1949 (v. 1 no. 31); see 1977 Jan-Jun (note that no. 34 was renewed in 1976)
- **Law and Contemporary Problems**: issues renewed from March 1934 (v. 1 no. 2); see 1962 Jan-Jun
- **Lawbreakers Always Lose**: "consult copyright office"; see 1975; first cataloged renewal for June 1948 (v. 1 no. 2) recorded Jul-Dec
- **Leading Comics**: issues renewed from Winter 1941 (no. 1); see 1969
- **Leading Detective Cases**: "consult copyright office"; see 1970; first cataloged renewal for March 1943 (v. 1 no. 1) recorded Jul-Dec
- **Leading Screen Comics**: see **Leading Comics**
- **League of Composers' Review**: issues renewed from February 1924 (v. 1 no. 1); see 1952
- **Leave It To Binky**: issues renewed from Feb.-Mar. 1948 (no. 1); see 1975
- **The Liberator**: no issue renewals found in CCE; contribution renewed for May 1923; see 1950 Jan-Jun
- **Liberty Magazine**: issues renewed from May 10, 1924 (v. 1 no. 1); see 1952; contributions renewed from June 7, 1924; see
- **The Library**: no issue renewals found in CCE or in registered works database
- **Library Journal**: issues renewed from December 1935 (v. 60 no. 21); see 1963 Jul-Dec

http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/cce/firstperiod.html
Try it at gokb.org; feedback welcome!

GOKb is pleased to announce a new grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation that will fund the project through 2015. See the press release for more details.

GOKb is now open for public preview. To view the knowledgebase, visit http://gokb.kuali.org/gokb and create a free account. More info...

An enhanced knowledge base
At its core, GOKb is a knowledge base that will describe electronic journals and books, publisher packages, and platforms in a way that will be familiar to librarians who have worked with electronic resources. GOKb aims to go further